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Topological crystalline insulators are a class of materials with a bulk energy gap and edge or
surface modes, which are protected by crystalline symmetry, at their boundaries. They have been
realized in electronic systems: in particular, in SnTe. In this work, we propose a mechanism to
realize photonic boundary states topologically protected by crystalline symmetry. We map this
one-dimensional system to a two-dimensional lattice model with opposite magnetic fields, as well
as opposite Chern numbers in its even and odd mirror parity subspaces, thus corresponding to a
topological mirror insulator. Furthermore, we test how sensitive and robust edge modes depend on
their mirror parity by performing time dependent evolution simulation of edge modes in a photonic
setting with realistic experimental parameters.
Introduction - Symmetry and topology are two fun-
damental mathematical tools in the classification of
states of matter in condensed matter physics. Re-
cently, intensive research interests have been focused
on the role of symmetry in the classification of topo-
logical states, ever since the discovery of time rever-
sal invariant topological insulators1–9, in which time
reversal plays an essential role. A large variety of
symmetry protected topological states have been iden-
tified theoretically for different symmetry classes and
dimensions10,11 In contrast, the corresponding material
realization in experimentally feasible systems of these
new topological states has only been limited in sev-
eral symmetry classes, mainly for time reversal invari-
ant topological insulators12–20 , the quantum anomalous
Hall insulators21,22 , topological superconductors23–28
and topological mirror insulators29–34. Therefore, search-
ing for new topological systems for symmetry protected
topological states is vital for the development of this field.
Topological crystalline insulator (TCI) phases29, topo-
logical phases that are protected by crystalline symme-
try, can exist in a large number of crystal structures
with different space group symmetries and a classifica-
tion of TCIs in different point symmetry groups and
space symmetry groups have recently been the focus of
research31–38 . Compared to quantum spin-Hall-type
topological insulators, which can only occur for spinful
fermions, topological crystalline insulators can exist in
both fermionic and bosonic systems. This fact opens up
the possibility to realize TCIs in various bosonic systems,
including photonic, phononic, magnonic and cold atom
systems. As we describe below, photonic systems in par-
ticular have generated a great deal of interest as a probe
for topological physics.
The realization by Haldane and Raghu39,40 that gy-
romagnetic photonic crystals could exhibit non-trivial
topological invariants opened the door to the new field
of topological photonics41 in which the propagation of
photons in a dielectric structure is protected in a similar
sense to electrons in a crystal lattice. The first experi-
mental realization of this phenomenon was made in the
group of Soljacˇic´42,43 for the microwave regime. However,
scaling the wavelength down to the optical regime (in or-
der to realize topological states in optical devices) was
not possible using this mechanism due to weak magnetic
response in that frequency regime. Other mechanisms
were proposed44–47, and finally experimental demonstra-
tions were made48 in a system based on evanescently-
coupled helical waveguides; as well as in two-dimensional
coupled ring resonators49. While photonic topological
protection is conceptually similar to that of electronic
topological protection (after all, this phenomenon comes
down to non-interacting wave dynamics), photonics of-
fers unique advantages and potential applications. To
name a few examples, photonic systems can be designed
directly by fabrication (allowing any desired lattice struc-
ture to be realized); experiments can be carried out at
room temperature, meaning any emergent devices can
be brought to application more realistically than those
that require very low temperatures; and the robustness
associated with topological protection could be of use in
an array of devices that rely on the flow of light (e.g.,
sensors, optical interconnects, electrooptic modulators,
isolators, among others).
Very recently, a prediction was made that topologi-
cal photonic crystals with surface states protected by
the glide symmetry could be realized for microwave
photons50 in a macroscopic ferrimagnetic structure. In
this work, we propose the optical realization of crystalline
symmetry protected boundary modes in photonic crys-
tals phase using an entirely distinct mechanism from the
microwave. The systems is quasi-one-dimensional, where
an auxiliary parameter, φ, of which the Hamiltonian is
a function, is used in place of a second spatial dimen-
sion. This is reminiscent of Ref. 51, in which a family
of one-dimensional systems (defined by a pump param-
eter) were used to realize a photonic topological edge
state and pump that are mapped to the integer quan-
tum Hall effect. We note that another work52 has pre-
dicted an analogue of a quantum spin Hall system that re-
quires C6 crystalline symmetry; however the edge always
breaks that symmetry and so the topological edge states
are not protected (and are gapped). The realization of
crystalline symmetry protected topological states in the
2optical regime allows for a novel paradigm in exploring
topological crystalline phases, opening up the possibility
to explore the relationship between topological photonic
crystals and nonlinear/interacting bosonic systems and
quantum optical effects such as multi-photon quantum
walks.
Tight-binding model - We start from a simple tight-
binding model to illustrate our main idea and then simu-
late the system in a more realistic situation. We consider
a quasi-one-dimensional (1D) chain along the x direc-
tion with each unit cell consisting of four sites, denoted
by α = 1, · · · , 4, as marked by “a” in Fig. 1A. The posi-
tions of four sites are chosen to preserve y-directional mir-
ror symmetry with respect to the line denoted by “b” in
Fig. 1A. Bound states can be induced by lowering on-site
energy, forming a potential well on each site. We denote
these states as |sα〉, and the corresponding creation and
annihilation operators as c†α and cα, respectively. Thus,
the tight-binding Hamiltonian for this system is given by
H =
∑
αβ,m
[
cα†m Vˆ
αβ
m c
β
m +
(
cα†m Tˆ
αβ
m c
β
m+1 + h.c.
)]
(1)
where α, β = 1, · · · , 4 and m = 1, 2, · · · ,M denoting the
unit cell index. Vˆm describes the on-site energy and the
hopping between sites within the m-th unit cell. Tˆm is
for the hopping between two nearest neighbor unit cells
m and m+ 1. In the {|sα〉} basis, the Hamiltonians Vˆm
and Tˆm are given by
Vˆm =


Vm γx 0 γy
γx Vm γy 0
0 γy Vm γx
γy 0 γx Vm

 , Tˆm =


0 t t′ 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 t′ t 0

 ,
(2)
where Vm(φ) is the on-site energy of each site in the m-th
unit cell, chosen to be identical. γi denotes the hopping
strength along the i = x, y direction and t, t′ are hop-
ping parameters between two unit cells, with γi, t, t
′ < 0.
Only vertical and horizonal nearest-neighbor(NN) intra-
site hoppings, denoted by “c” in Fig. 1A, as well as hori-
zonal and diagonal NN inter-site hoppings, denoted by
“d” in Fig. 1A, are considered.
The above Hamiltonian preserves the y-direction mir-
ror operator Mˆy, given by
Mˆy =


0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

 (3)
which interchanges the sites 1 and 4 (2 and 3). We set
Vm(φ) = V0+ ηm(φ), γx = γx0, γy(φ) = γy0+ δm(φ). Let
us neglect t, t′, ηm and δm, and set γx0 = γy0 = γ0 for the
moment. In this limit, the Hamiltonian Vˆm in (Eq. 2) can
be diagonalized and the eigen-energies of four eigenstates
are shown in Fig. 2. We find that two degenerate states
|ψ+〉 and |ψ−〉 with eigenenergy V0 are well separated
FIG. 1. (A) Schematics for the quasi-1D chain model. There
are four confining potentials, denoted by 1, . . . , 4, in one unit
cell, labeled by “a”. Four sites in one unit cell are symmet-
ric with respect to the mirror line “b”. The intra-unit-cell
hopping and inter-unit-cell hopping are labeled by “c” and
“d”. (B) Schematics for the 3D visualization of the waveguide
chain. The light propagates along z direction. (C) Schematics
of the quasi-2D lattice model which can be mapped from the
1D model. The mirror plane y = 0 (orange) is parallel with
the x − w plane. The complex hopping terms along x and
w directions between unit cells are symbolized by purple ar-
rows. w is conjugate with the parameter θ. (See Hamiltonian
Eq. 6).
from other two states |ψt〉 and |ψb〉 with energies V0∓2γ0,
where we use + (−) to represent odd (even) mirror parity
of Mˆy.
Thus, in the limit ηm, δm, t, t
′ ≪ V0, γ0, we can fo-
cus on two degenerate eigenstates |ψ+〉 and |ψ−〉, and
project the total Hamiltonian onto the subspace spanned
by these two states. The eigenstates of two degenerate
states are given by |ψ+〉 = 12 (+ |s1〉+ |s2〉 − |s3〉 − |s4〉),
|ψ−〉 = 12 (+ |s1〉 − |s2〉 − |s3〉 + |s4〉), and let us denote
d±,m and d
†
±,m to be the annihilation and creation opera-
tors for the states |ψ±〉 on them-th unit cell, respectively.
The effective Hamiltonian after projection is given by
H =
∑
±,m
t±,m(d
†
±,md±,m+1 + h.c.) + V±,md
†
±,md±,m(4)
where the summation± is over the parity subspaces. The
parameters t±,m and V±,m are related to the original pa-
rameters t, t′, δm and Vm by V±,m = V0 + ηm ∓ δm and
3  
  +  −
  
0 − 2 0
0 + 2 0
0
FIG. 2. The eigen energies and eigen wavefunctions for the
Hamiltonian in one unit-cell with four sites. White and black
colors indicate the sign for four different eigen wavefunctions
(real).
t± = (−t′ ± t)/2. If choose ηm = λ cosφ cos(2pib(m +
m0)), δm = λ sinφ sin(2pib(m + m0)), we find V± =
V0 + λ cos(φ ± 2pib(m +m0)) correspondingly. As a re-
sult, the Hamiltonian (Eq. 4) is nothing but two copies
of Aubry-Andre-Harper (AAH) Hamiltonian51,53,54 with
effective flux strength b and −b in the odd and even sub-
spaces, respectively. The parameter φ is also known as
the pump parameter. Here m0 shifts the index of the
first unit cell, introducing a degree of freedom which will
be discussed later. As a consequence of opposite mirror
parities under Mˆy, these two copies of Hamiltonian are
decoupled from each other once mirror symmetry Mˆy is
preserved. It has been shown that by correctly choosing
parameters, boundary modes can exist at the end of a
finite chain described by the AAH model, within fractal
sets of band gaps55. Thus, we perform a direct calcula-
tion of energy spectrum of a finite chain for the model
(Eq. 1). Here for demonstration, we choose the param-
eters to be γ0 = −0.3, λ = 0.1, t = −0.11, t′ = −0.033,
V0 = −0.8, M = 103, m0 = 9 and b =
√
5. An extra off-
set between γx and γy is set by taking γx0 = γ0 + 0.025
and γy0 = γ0. This offset shifts the relative energy level
for odd and even bands, in order to emphasize the cross-
ings of edge states inside the mini-gap described later.
The four energy levels in one unit cell |ψ+〉, |ψ−〉, |ψt〉
and |ψb〉 expand into four energy bands as a function
of the parameter φ, as shown in Fig. 3A. The |ψ+〉 and
|ψ−〉 bands overlap with each other in the energy regime
[V0−λ, V0+λ] to the lowest order approximation, which is
about [−1.0,−0.6] for the parameters listed above. Each
band is split into several sub-bands with mini-gap. We
focus on the mini-gap in the energy range [−0.73,−0.67]
denoted as a in Fig. 3A. There are other mini-gaps, for ex-
ample in the range of [−0.95,−0.90] and [−1.32,−1.25].
Here we show the zoomed-in spectrum in Fig. 3B of the
mini-gap region “a”. We find four energy levels in the
mini-gap, denoted by |ψL+〉, |ψR−〉, |ψR+〉, and |ψL−〉,
or “b”, “c”, “d” and “e” in Fig. 3B, respectively, where L
and R denote the position where the wave function of the
state is localized in the chain, and ± indicates the par-
ity of the boundary modes, shown by blue (odd) and red
(even) in Fig. 3B. A more realistic calculation of the wave
function in this system will be given in the next section,
based on simulating the full continuum problem. The
crossing between the boundary modes |ψR−〉 and |ψR+〉,
marked by “f” in Fig. 3B, is topologically protected due
to opposite mirror parities between them, while the cross-
ing between |ψL−〉 and |ψR−〉, marked by “g” in Fig. 3B,
is gapless because these two states are located at oppo-
site boundaries of the chain. As long as the chain size is
large compared with the penetration length of boundary
mode, which is around twice the lattice constant for the
parameters listed above, the overlapping between wave-
functions at opposite boundaries is negligible.
To test the symmetry protection by adding a mirror-
symmetry breaking term ∆H onto Vˆm, where
∆H =


0 ∆ 0 0
∆ 0 0 0
0 0 0 −∆
0 0 −∆ 0

 (5)
and ∆ = 0.04, we find a gap opening between two edge
modes ψR−(“c”) and ψR+(“d”), as marked by “h” in
Fig. 3C. Thus, we conclude that these boundary modes
are stable only when mirror symmetry is present in the
system (Eq. 1).
We would like to emphasize that although our model
is written in one dimension, it can be mapped to a two-
dimensional (2D) lattice model with complex hopping
terms, corresponding to a 2D topological mirror insula-
tor. This is a similar mapping as that made in Ref. 51.
We may introduce a fictitious dimension w and extend
our 1D tight-binding model to the x − w plane, forming
a 2D square lattice as shown in Fig. 1C. Similar to the
unit cell defined in the 1D model, each unit cell at the
integer coordinates (x,w) consists of 4 sites, each having
one state described by the creation operators cα†x,w where
α = 1, . . . , 4. The 2D Hamitlonian can be written as
H =
∑
xw,αβ
[(
cα†x,w+1Tˆ
αβ
x c
β
x,w + c
α†
x,w+1Tˆ
αβ
w c
β
x,w
)
+ h.c.
]
+
∑
xw,αβ
Uˆαβc
α†
x,wc
β
x,w, (6)
where Tˆx(w) is the hopping matrix between sites labeled
by α, β = 1, 2, 3, 4, in the adjacent unit cells along the x
(w) direction, and Uˆ is the hopping matrix among sites
in one unit cell. The detailed forms of Tˆx(w) and Uˆ are
given in the Appendix.
This Hamiltonian is also invariant under the mirror op-
eration Mˆy (Eq. 3) about the x-axis. We define the basis
creation operators d†± in the same way as in Eq. 4. where
± are defined for the subspaces with odd and even mir-
ror parities as before. In this new basis, the Hamiltonian
4a
.u
.
FIG. 3. (A) Energy spectrum for a finite chain (M = 103, m0 = 9) of our tight-binding model. Blue and red colors represent
odd and even mirror parities of eigen wavefunctions, respectively. There are four bands in energy spectrum. The top and
bottom bands come from the states |ψt〉 and |ψb〉, while two bands in the energy range [−1,−0.6] originate from the states
|ψ±〉. A mini-gap, as indicated by “a”, exist within the |ψ±〉 bands. (B) Zoomed-in graph of energy spectrum around the
energy range [−0.78,−0.66]. Boundary modes |ψL+〉, |ψR−〉, |ψR+〉, and |ψL−〉, as indicated by “b”, “c”, “d” and “e”, are
found within the mini-gap “a”. “f” (“g”) denotes the crossing between “c” and “d” (“c” and “e”). The light red and light
blue shading indicate the mini-gap region “a” of two corresponding parities. (C) A gap opening for the crossing “f” can be
induced by a mirror-symmetry-breaking term ∆H , leading to an anti-crossing “h”.
takes the form
H =
∑
±,xw
[
V0d
†
±,xwd±,xw +
(
(−t′ ± t)d†±,x+1,wd±,x,w
+λ2 e
±iθd†±,x,w+1d±,xw + h.c.
)]
, (7)
where the parameter θ = 2pibx represents the phase shift
during the hopping along the w direction. We notice
that the form of θ corresponds to the Landau gauge for
a magnetic field with the flux b in one unit cell. Thus, a
Chern number can be defined in each mirror subspace for
a non-zero b, as described in the appendix. The opposite
signs for the phase shift in the mirror even and odd sub-
spaces indicate that the total Chern number is canceled
for the whole system. However, a mirror Chern num-
ber, as defined in Appendix, can characterize non-trivial
topological property of our 2D system32,51. Therefore,
this mapping suggests that our tight-binding model pro-
vides a realization of 2D topological mirror insulators.
Numerical Simulations for photonic systems - We have
now established topological mirror insulator phases in our
simple 1D AAH type of tight-binding model and its rela-
tion to 2D topological mirror insulators is also illustrated
above. The realization of this model in a photonic system
requires more sophisticated numerical simulation, which
includes continuum degrees of freedom and are based in
Maxwells’ equations. Next, we describe the detailed ex-
perimental setup and perform a numerical simulation of
photonic lattice systems.
To realize the tight-binding model in a realistic pho-
tonic system, we consider an array of evanescently cou-
pled elliptical waveguides in fused silica glass. The differ-
ence in refractive index inside and outside the waveguide
is utilized to confine the light in the x − y plane and
serve as a potential well, as shown in Fig. 1B. We fol-
low the standard paraxial approximation for this type of
waveguides, in which the Maxwells’ equation of light can
be simplified to a Schro¨dinger-type equation, namely:
i∂zψ(x, y; z) =− 1
2k0
(∂2x + ∂
2
y)ψ(x, y; z)
−k0∆n(x, y; z)
n0
ψ(x, y; z) (8)
where ψ is the envelope function of electric field, k0 is
the wavenumber of ambient light in the medium, n0 and
∆n are respectively the background and the waveguide
deviation from background refraction index. In compar-
ison with the Schro¨dinger equation, one can see that the
z direction can be regarded as time, therefore the diffrac-
tion of light through the waveguides is equivalent to the
time evolution of a particle in a potential determined
by −∆n(x, y; z). This equation has been utilized to de-
scribe other topological phases in photonic lattices48, as
well as a wide variety of effects in linear and nonlinear
optics56, including (but not limited to) the prediction57
and observation58,59 of lattice solitons, stable photore-
fractive solitons; Anderson localization in optics60; con-
ical diffraction61; and optical pseudomagnetism62. The
waveguides used in this work can potentially be fabri-
cated using the femtosecond direct laser writing tech-
nique; and are inspired by those described in Ref. 63.
As shown in Fig. 1B, four elliptical waveguides reside
on the corners of a rectangle to simulate one unit cell in
our tight-binding model. We place these unit cells one
by one to form a chain, as described in the tight-binding
model. The confining potential is provided by the devi-
ation of the refraction index inside the waveguides from
5FIG. 4. (A) and (C) show energy spectra for our waveguide
chain I and II, respectively. Boundary modes, depicted by
“a” and “b” in (A) and (C), exist in the mini-gap and the
corresponding wave functions, as shown in (B) and (D), are
localized at the left boundary and possess even and odd par-
ities respectively. The light red and light blue bar to the
right indicate the range of interested mini-gap of the respec-
tive parities mapped to Fig. 3B of the tight-binding model.
A tight-binding model simulation using the same parameters
are shown in the Appendix for comparison.
the background, V = (ω/c)∆n, and the hopping term
is determined by the overlap between two nearby sites,
which can be controlled by adjusting the distance be-
tween them. Details of the relation between distance of
different sites and energy level positions are discussed in
the Appendix.
For this waveguide chain with a finite number of unit
cells (M = 23), we first discuss our numerical simulation
of the energy spectrum, which is shown in Fig. 4A and
C for two waveguide chains with different parameter sets
(See appendix for details of the choice of parameters).
For simplicity, we label the waveguide chain for the en-
ergy spectrum in Fig. 4A and C as numbers I and II,
respectively. Here we only focus on energy bands that
correspond to |ψ±〉 bands in our tight-binding model.
The energy spectrum of our continuum also reveals a
sub-band structure with mini-band gaps for both par-
ity bands and a detailed comparison between continuum
model and tight-binding model is shown in the Appendix.
In short, we find that the continuum and tight-binding
models strongly agree. For both the bands with even
(red color) and odd (blue color) parities, they are split
into three mini-bands, separated by mini-gaps. Within
the mini-gap, boudary modes can exist for both parity
bands. Examples of boudary modes are marked by a for
even parity bands in Fig. 4A (waveguide configuration I)
and b for odd parity bands in Fig. 4C (waveguide con-
figuration II), both at the left edge of the chain. For
these two states, the corresponding wave functions are
shown in Fig. 4B and D, respectively, from which one
can clearly see that both modes are highly localized with
a penetration length around twice of the lattice constant.
We emphasize that we need to carefully choose the value
of φ in Fig. 4A (Fig. 4C), and at that φ value, only one
boudary mode “a” (“b”) at that edge is supported and
this is important for the experiments of parity selected
time evolution of edge modes described below.
We next inject a wave packet into one end of the
waveguide chain and study time evolution of wave pack-
ets with different parities in this chain by solving the
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation, Eq. 8, numerically.
Technique details of our simulation are included in the
appendix. The initial wave packet is chosen to be in
Gaussian form, given by
ψini± (x, y) = N exp
(
− (x− x0)
2
2σ2x
− (y − y0)
2
2σ2y
)
f±(x, y)
(9)
whereN is a normalization factor, (x0, y0) is the center of
Gaussian form and chosen to be the center of the first two
unit cells. The function f describes the parity of the in-
jected light beam and chosen to be f−(x, y) = e
ikx(x−x0)
for even parity mode and f+(x, y) = sin(ky(y − y0)) for
odd parity mode. The size of the envelope function is
tuned to cover the majority of the mode wavefunction.
We inject an even beam ψini− (x, y) into the waveguide
chain I with φ = 1.15pi (the value of φ for the mode
“a” in Fig. 4A), and the corresponding time evolution
is shown in the first row of Fig. 5, from which one can
see that the wave packet keeps localized after a long time
evolution. In contrast, when we inject ψini+ (x, y) into the
same waveguide configuration, the light spreads into the
bulk of the waveguide chain, as shown in the second row
of Fig. 5. For chain II with φ = 0.25pi (the value of φ for
the mode “b” in Fig. 4C), the light will get delocalized
with initial wave packet ψini− (x, y), but localized with ini-
tial wave packet ψini+ (x, y), as shown in the last two rows
of Fig. 5. Therefore, we conclude that the localization of
edge modes at the boundary sensitively depends on their
mirror parities, and our numerical simulation also pro-
vides an approach to probe topological crystalline pro-
tection of boundary modes in realistic experiments.
6FIG. 5. Numerical simulation of time-dependent evolution for the injection of the light beam ψini± into the waveguide chains
configuration I and II. The corresponding boundary mode parities and input beam parities are listed in the second and third
column, respectively. Evolution time is expressed in unit of z-direction coordinate. Density profiles for wavefunctions at z =
1, 25, 100 and 200 mm are presented. The dark parts in first three columns of the images are cropped.
I. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In conclusion, based on a tight-binding model and
continuum numerical simulation, we propose an exper-
imental setup of a photonic lattice to realize topologi-
cal crystalline protection of boundary modes in photonic
systems. Numerical simulation also suggests a possi-
ble experimental configuration to detect topological edge
modes, of which the edge localization behavior depends
on the parities of both the injected wave packets and
localized edge modes. In addition, we would like to em-
phasize that two degenerate states realized in our system
can also be regarded as “pseudo-spin” and thus provide a
natural platform to construct SU(2) Landau levels64 and
spin-orbit coupling in future studies. The fact that the
model was simulated with both tight-binding and more
experimentally realistic continuum simulations suggests
that can be implemented in a scheme similar to previ-
ously realized time-reversal-broken topological phases in
photonic lattices. This will open the door to the ex-
ploration of topological crystalline protection in inter-
acting systems based on the nonlinear optical response
of the ambient medium (giving rise to the nonlinear
Schro¨dinger / Gross-Pitaevskii equation), and entangled
quantum walks in such phases (based on injecting entan-
gled photons into the structure). A question of central
importance in TCI physics is the question of disorder:
since edge state protection is achieved using a symmetry
that is easily broken (i.e., crystalline/mirror symmetry)
by disorder, what is the nature of the robustness of these
states? Will all protection simply break down, or is it
preserved in an ensemble-sense? These are fundamental
questions where photonics provides a unique and versa-
tile path forwards.
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Appendix A: Mapping to the 2D topological mirror
insulator model
In this section of the appendix, we will describe the
detailed form of 2D topological mirror insulator model,
which is mapped from the 1D topological mirror insulator
model in the main text. The 2D tight-binding Hamilto-
nian is given by
H =
∑
xw,αβ
[(
cα†x,w+1Tˆ
αβ
x c
β
x,w + c
α†
x,w+1Tˆ
αβ
w c
β
x,w
)
+ h.c.
]
+
∑
xw,αβ
cα†x,wUˆαβc
β
x,w, (A1)
with
Tˆx=


0 t t′ 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 t′ t 0


Tˆw=
λ
4


cos θ i sin θ − cos θ −i sin θ
i sin θ cos θ −i sin θ − cos θ
− cos θ −i sin θ cos θ i sin θ
−i sin θ − cos θ i sin θ cos θ


+


0 γ0 0 γ0
γ0 0 γ0 0
0 γ0 0 γ0
γ0 0 γ0 0


Uˆ = V0 · I4×4.
satisfying 2γ0 >> λ. Here γ0 plays a similar role as that
in the 1D model. γ0 ensures the ψt and ψb states are away
from the ψ± bands. Here α, β = 1, · · · , 4 are indices for
four sites in one unit cell. I is the identity matrix. We
will show that θ is linked to a virtual external gauge field,
and the parameters t and t′ here match the definition in
Eq. 2.
7We can project the Hamiltonian onto the subspace of
d± basis, which is written as
H =
∑
±,xw
V0d
±†
x,wd
±
x,w +
(−t′ ± t
2
d±†x+1,wd
±
x,w +
λ
2
e±iθd±†x,w+1d
±
x,w
)
+ h.c.
(A2)
where ± is for odd and even subspaces, respectively. The
parameter θ could be interpreted as the phase shift due
to an external gauge field, where the field directions for
the odd and even subspaces are opposite. We may choose
the phase factor as±θ = ±2pibx for two parity subspaces,
which correponds to the Landau gauge of a magnetic field
in the x− w plane in both the even and odd subspaces.
Substituting the Fourier transform along the w direc-
tion d±x,w =
∑
φ e
iφd±x,φ and d
±†
x,w =
∑
φ e
−iφd±x,φ, one can
get
H =
∑
φ
H(φ) =
∑
x,φ,±
V0d
±†
x,φd
±
x,φ +
(
t±d
±†
x+1,φd
±
x,φ +
λ
2
e±iθeiφd±†x,φd
±
x,φ
)
+ h.c.
=
∑
x,φ,±
t±d
±†
x+1,φd
±
x,φ + h.c. + (V0 + λ cos(±2pibx+ φ)) d±†x,φd±x,φ.
(A3)
We find that H(φ) takes the same form of Eq. 4. From
the Fourier transform, the phase parameter φ in the orig-
inal model plays a role of the momentum in the extra
dimension w.
Appendix B: Numerical Simulation
In this section, we will describe the details of our nu-
merical simulation of time dependent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion Eq. 8, as well as the parameter setup of our waveg-
uide chains I and II. In the numerical simulation, the
lattice constant is set to 28 µm. The separations be-
tween center of sites in the same unit cell is roughly 12
µm in x and 13 µm in y direction. The other system
parameters are the wavelength (633nm); the change in
refractive index, ∆n = 7.2 × 10−4; and n0 = 1.45 (for
silica). The system is discretized into a grid of 60 × 120
pixels for each unit cell on average.
The shape of the potential well for each site is given
by
V = −V1
(
exp
(
− x
2
2σ′2x
− y
2
2σ′2y
))3
(B1)
where σ
′
x = 1.9 µm, σ
′
y = 5.5 µm. The parameter V1 =
(ω/c)∆n determines the depth of the potential well. Our
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FIG. 6. Hopping strength γ as a function of x direction sepa-
ration between two sites. The diagonal hopping γdiag strength
is also calculated while keeping the hopping strength along y
direction to be γ by modulating y direction separation. The
magnitude of γdiag is negligible. The inset (A) shows the two
hopping terms inside a unit cell.
numerical test shows that the on-site energy is linearly
proportional to this depth within the energy range that
we are interested in.
The overlap between the wave functions for neighbor-
ing sites, which contributes to the hopping parameter,
drops exponentially as a function of distance, as shown
in Fig. 6. From this numerical test, we find the hopping
between neighboring sites γ dominates over the hopping
along the off-diagonal direction γdiag (shown in the inset
of Fig. 6), and thus we can neglect the off-diagonal hop-
ping term between the sites 1 and 3 (2 and 4) and obtain
the Hamiltonian Eq. 2. By controlling carefully the dis-
tance between different sites, four elliptical waveguides in
one unit cell can indeed reproduce four eigen states with
the desired energy levels as in our tight-binding model.
By interpolation on Fig. 6, we can establish the relation
between the parameters described in the tight-binding
model and the realistic parameters, such as the position
of the potential well and refraction index in each site, in
the continuum simulation model. Thus we are able to
map the configuration in numerical simulation to the pa-
rameters in our tight-binding model. The parameters of
the two models fall in the same range if we take the unit
of hopping parameters in the tight-binding model to be
mm−1.
If we focus on the structure of Vˆm in Eq. 2 with the
condition γx = γy = γ0, the commutation relationship of[
Vˆm(φ), Vˆm(φ+ pi)
]
= 0 suggests that there will be mul-
tiple boundary states within the band expanded by |ψ+〉
and |ψ−〉. For an arbitrary φ, there could exist more than
8Parameter Value
V0/mm
−1 -0.8
λ/mm−1 0.1
γx0/mm
−1 -0.275
γy0/mm
−1 -0.3
t/mm−1 -0.13
t′/mm−1 -0.062
b
√
5
M 23
m0 22 for chain I, 0 for chain II
TABLE I. Parameters in tight-binding model to generate
Fig. 7. The values are fitted from the mapping between the
tight-binding model and the continuum simulation.
one boundary mode with different energies, as shown in
Fig. 7. A similar argument can be applied to numeri-
cal simulations and results in the excitation of multiple
modes when the input beam is injected on the edge. To
find a specific φ where there is only one boundary mode
occupying a boundary, an integer m0 setting the index of
the leftmost unit cell is introduced into the tight-binding
model and it does not change the topological properties
of the system51. By carefully tuning m0, we are able to
find the configurations with only one boundary mode of
one mirror parity.
With the mapping of parameters between tight-
binding model and continuum simulations, we can also
identify the required wave-guide chain configurations for
our continuum simulations. The dispersion spectra for
the chains I and II have been given for continuum model
in Fig. 4A and C. As a comparison, we also show the
spectra of the chains I and II in tight-binding model in
Fig. 7. The positions of boundary modes for both parities
match with the continuum simulations, although band
widths and energies reveal minor difference. This is due
to neglecting the long-range hopping and the correction
of t from the change of separations within nearby sites.
Since we are only interested in boundary modes, this dis-
crepancy is not important for our purpose. The detailed
parameters used for the tight-binding model is listed in
Table I.
The normalized input beam Eq. 9 is treated as the ini-
tial wave function at time=0. For each timestep dt in the
simulation, the real-space wave function is multiplied by
the time evolution operator e−iHdt, where the potential
part of Hamiltonian H is discretized from the sum of the
cubic-Gaussian potential well functions Eq.B1 and the
Fourier transform of the kinetic part. The reflection of
light on the boundary of the grid is manually reduced to
emulate experimental conditions. The timestep is set to
5um/(c/n0).
Appendix C: Topological invariant
In this section, we will describe how to define mirror
Chern number in our system, which follows the definition
FIG. 7. Tight-binding simulation of chain I (A) and chain II
(B). Compared with Fig. 4A and C, the positions of boundary
modes appear to be the same. The light red and light blue
bar to the right indicate the range of interested mini-gap of
the respective parities, corresponding to the gap in Fig. 3B.
of Chern number for a quasicrystal system in Ref. 51. For
the quasicrystal system with one real dimension and one
quasi-periodic term, one can define a periodic approxi-
mated Hamiltonian in a quasi-1D lattice with number of
sites M as
Hb(φ, ξ) =
∑
αβ,m
[
cα†m
¯ˆ
V αβm c
β
m +
(
cα†m Tˆ
αβ
m e
iξ/Mcβm+1 + h.c.
)]
(C1)
where the lattice constant is set to 1.
¯ˆ
Vm is obtained
by making the substitution in Vˆm in Eq. 2 by b→ b¯M =
⌊b · M⌋/M , where ⌊·⌋ is the floor function. b¯M is es-
sentially an rational approximation of the parameter b.
Introducing ξ implies a twisted boundary condition along
m direction.65 In the limit ξ → 0 and M →∞, Hb coin-
cides with H in Eq. 1. It is shown that for a finite large
M the topological properties of H is the same as those
of Hb.
Next, we follow the Ref. 51 to define topological in-
variants of this system through the projector operator for
parity p = +,−, given by
Pp(φ, ξ) =
∑
Em<Egap
parity=p
|m〉 〈m| (C2)
where |m〉 is the eigenstate ofHb with energyEm, and the
summation is performed over all the bands with parity
p below the energy Egap. Egap is the center energy of a
gap. The Chern number for the bands with parity p is
9defined by51,66
νp =
1
2pii
∫ 2pi
0
Cp(φ, ξ) dφdξ (C3)
where
Cp(φ, ξ) = Tr
(
Pp
[
∂Pp
∂φ
,
∂Pp
∂ξ
])
. (C4)
The above expression is equivalent to the famious
Thouless-Kohmoto-Nightingale-Nijs formula67 . With
this definition of Chern number, the mirror Chern num-
ber can be defined as
ν = ν+ − ν−, (C5)
which characterizes topological mirror insulator phase for
a system with mirror symmetry.
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